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Intro
Expertus Technologies, has successfully finalised the certification process for its Shared Infrastructure
Programme (SIP) for 2020. SIP is a well-known certification at Expertus since it has been over 19 years today,
that we meet every year with undeniable success..You must know that Expertus has been a SWIFT Partner since
2002 and certified Service Bureau since 2007 and is playing a major role in the North America market being a top
SWIFT solution provider , with a solid reputation to provide global payment capabilities and infrastructure
management services alongside its unique innovative solutions.
In fact, to be certified SWIFT Service Bureau means that Expertus Technologies fulfils the highest security and
availability needs and standards. Audited onsite by Swift auditor, the experience carries out a demanding global
review including all technical aspects, infrastructure design and security controls. Operating the Service bureau is
limited only to certified Swift experts, ensuring every single detail meets the Swift requirements and best practices.
Expertus Swift team carries more than 70 years of experience with Swift products.
Let us look at this high-end certification definition and target:
●
●

The SIP defines eligibility criteria, roles, and responsibilities, as well as legal, financial, and operational
requirements that Service bureau must always meet.
Our last Swift onsite inspection was carried out in 2019.

Expertus helps its clients as well in their Customer Security Program (CSP) Self Attestation
The SWIFT CSP aims to ensure the security and integrity of the systems that connect to the SWIFT network. By
securing and protecting their local environments, the SWIFT CSP works with the members of the financial
services industry to prevent future cyber attacks.
What is the benefit for our customers? What does it mean in concrete terms, for our Ceo, Jacques
Leblanc?
“It's a true honor for us to have these Swift certifications, there is a true recognition for the processing of financial
messages through the SWIFT network with transparency, high lead integrity, validity and skills in secure
environment for our customer by improving our each time our skill expertise.
With the SWIFT Team, we regularly review and adapt the SIP to reflect market and technical developments and
the evolving threat landscape.
It is an accumulation of years and years of experience, it is a very critical and demanding field and is an essential
service for banks, financial institutions, and corporates. We are proud to be able to offer this level of security and
reliability to our customers and to contribute with so much passion and rigor to energize our Canadian financial
ecosystem internationally.
We, at Expertus Technologies are so excited to renew our 19 year partnership with Swift to provide the best
financially secure system to our customers! “

About Expertus Technologies
Expertus Technologies is a Montreal-based Fintech specializing in innovative payments and treasury solutions. As
a pioneer in
Cloud solutions for financial services, Expertus helps accelerates payments modernization and transformation
through its various offerings in the modern Expertus Payments Platform. Expertus provides outsourced services
and products that the institutions leverage for international wires, ISO migration, mass payments, fraud control
and connectivity to various platforms including SWIFT. For more information please contact sales@expertus.ca

Visit our website
https://www.expertus.ca/

